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	Site: Village of Lindenhurst
	Date: 06-26-20
	Service Task Description: Algae Control, Partial Aquatic Herbicide @ Potomac
	Personnel: EMR, JB
	Wind: 4 mph
	Direction: E
	Air Temps: 78 F
	Sky: Partly Cloudy
	Total Chemical Amount: 20 gallons Clearigate, 35 gallons Captain XTR
	Signs Posted: 
	Restrictions: none
	Equipment Used: Spray boat, Jon boat, Spray tank, Measuring cup, Diagnostics
	Report By: Emily Reed
	POND   SIZERow1: Linden30.5 Acres
	PRODUCTRow1: Captain XTR
	AMOUNTRow1: 30 gallons
	TARGET PLANTRow1: Fil. Algae
	DO MGLRow1: 5.2
	PHRow1: 8.0
	SECCHI feetRow1: 5
	LEVELRow1: Normal
	POND   SIZERow2: Waterford67.4 Acres
	PRODUCTRow2: Clearigate
	AMOUNTRow2: 20 gallons
	TARGET PLANTRow2: Fil. Algae
	DO MGLRow2: 7.2
	PHRow2: 8.0
	SECCHI feetRow2: 5
	LEVELRow2: Normal
	POND   SIZERow3: Springledge3.6 Acres
	PRODUCTRow3: Captain XTR
	AMOUNTRow3: 5 gallons
	TARGET PLANTRow3: Fil. Algae
	DO MGLRow3: 4.4
	PHRow3: 8.0
	SECCHI feetRow3: 5
	LEVELRow3: Normal
	POND   SIZERow4: Potomac14.8
	PRODUCTRow4: Aquathol KCygnet Plus
	AMOUNTRow4: 18.6 gallons80 oz
	TARGET PLANTRow4: Horned pondweed, small pondweed
	DO MGLRow4: 4.9
	PHRow4: 8.0
	SECCHI feetRow4: Bottom
	LEVELRow4: Normal
	POND   SIZERow5: 
	PRODUCTRow5: 
	AMOUNTRow5: 
	TARGET PLANTRow5: 
	DO MGLRow5: 
	PHRow5: 
	SECCHI feetRow5: 
	LEVELRow5: 
	POND   SIZERow6: 
	PRODUCTRow6: 
	AMOUNTRow6: 
	TARGET PLANTRow6: 
	DO MGLRow6: 
	PHRow6: 
	SECCHI feetRow6: 
	LEVELRow6: 
	POND   SIZERow7: 
	PRODUCTRow7: 
	AMOUNTRow7: 
	TARGET PLANTRow7: 
	DO MGLRow7: 
	PHRow7: 
	SECCHI feetRow7: 
	LEVELRow7: 
	POND   SIZERow8: 
	PRODUCTRow8: 
	AMOUNTRow8: 
	TARGET PLANTRow8: 
	DO MGLRow8: 
	PHRow8: 
	SECCHI feetRow8: 
	LEVELRow8: 
	POND   SIZERow9: 
	PRODUCTRow9: 
	AMOUNTRow9: 
	TARGET PLANTRow9: 
	DO MGLRow9: 
	PHRow9: 
	SECCHI feetRow9: 
	LEVELRow9: 
	POND   SIZERow10: 
	PRODUCTRow10: 
	AMOUNTRow10: 
	TARGET PLANTRow10: 
	DO MGLRow10: 
	PHRow10: 
	SECCHI feetRow10: 
	LEVELRow10: 
	POND   SIZERow11: 
	PRODUCTRow11: 
	AMOUNTRow11: 
	TARGET PLANTRow11: 
	DO MGLRow11: 
	PHRow11: 
	SECCHI feetRow11: 
	LEVELRow11: 
	POND   SIZERow12: 
	PRODUCTRow12: 
	AMOUNTRow12: 
	TARGET PLANTRow12: 
	DO MGLRow12: 
	PHRow12: 
	SECCHI feetRow12: 
	LEVELRow12: 
	POND   SIZERow13: 
	PRODUCTRow13: 
	AMOUNTRow13: 
	TARGET PLANTRow13: 
	DO MGLRow13: 
	PHRow13: 
	SECCHI feetRow13: 
	LEVELRow13: 
	POND   SIZERow14: 
	PRODUCTRow14: 
	AMOUNTRow14: 
	TARGET PLANTRow14: 
	DO MGLRow14: 
	PHRow14: 
	SECCHI feetRow14: 
	LEVELRow14: 
	POND   SIZERow15: 
	PRODUCTRow15: 
	AMOUNTRow15: 
	TARGET PLANTRow15: 
	DO MGLRow15: 
	PHRow15: 
	SECCHI feetRow15: 
	LEVELRow15: 
	POND   SIZERow16: 
	PRODUCTRow16: 
	AMOUNTRow16: 
	TARGET PLANTRow16: 
	DO MGLRow16: 
	PHRow16: 
	SECCHI feetRow16: 
	LEVELRow16: 
	Comments: Lake Linden - Treated the entire shoreline for all algae present. Also treated the entire east bay and a large area of the north half of the lake where algae was growing. These areas totaled 1/3 of the lake and were treated with Captain XTR at the prescribed rate of 1 gal-AF. The algae growing in the north half of the lake seems to be blowing to the northeast shore and is decaying and smelling. Unfortunately the species is Spirogyra, which is slippery and not conducive to manual removal. If a more mat-forming species shows up (ie Cladophara), a manual removal could be useful to remove the algae that is blowing into shore, because even if it's treated and dead, it still piles up and decays.Waterford Lake - Treated around the entire shore for <1% algae presence. The previous herbicide worked really well. No topped out plants were seen, and any aquatic vegetation was dead and decomposing. The lake was in very good condition, with clear water. Chara could be seen near shore, which is a desirable macroalgae that will hopefully sequester some of the nutrients released as the plants decay. Saw some kids catch a huge muskie!Springledge - Treated all visible algae on the lake (~10% coverage). The herbicide worked really well and no aquatic plants were seen alive.Potomac - The previous herbicide was very effective and a clear line could be seen between where the treatment occurred and did not. Treated the southern 1/3 of the lake for aquatic vegetation. The dissolved oxygen was low in the water, so to avoid further stress to the aquatic life, an algae treatment was not done. 
		2020-06-30T16:39:40-0500
	Alissa Delgado
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